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TWO STAGE CODING METHOD 

Matter enclosed in heavy brackets [ ] appears in the 
original patent but forms no part of this reissue speci?ca 
tion; matter printed in italics indicates the additions made 
by reissue. 

TECHNICAL FIELD 
The present invention relates to a two stage coding 

method having a high burst error correction ability and 
also a random error correction ability equivalent to that 
of the prior art when an error correction code such as a 
Reed Solomon code (hereinafter referred to as "RS 
code") is used in order to correct data errors which 
arise in reproducing data recorded in a recording mate 
rial such as a magnetic disk. 

BACKGROUND ART 

Generally, in recording and reproducing data into 
and from a recording material such as a magnetic disk a 
data error may arise dependent on the state of the re 
cording material. A data error may be a burst error 
caused by a signal drop out [on] or a random error 
caused by a deterioration in SN ratio. In order to cor 
rect these errors a two stage coded error correction 
code is used. As an example, a two stage code using RS 
codes on a GP [(25)] (24) where q=8 will be consid 
ered. A two stage encoder is shown in FIG. 3. In FIG. 
3, reference numeral 1 designates an input terminal, 
reference numeral 2 designates a C2 encoder, reference 
numeral 3 designates an interleaving circuit, reference 
numeral 4 designates a C1 encoder, the reference nu 
meral 5 designates an output terminal. First of all, C; 
encoding is performed on the original data, interleaving 
is executed thereto, and thereafter C1 encoding is con~ 
ducted, and the resulting code signal is output to the 
output terminal. A two stage decoder is shown in FIG. 
4. In FIG. 4, reference numeral 6 designates an input 
terminal, reference numeral 7 designates a C1 decoder, 
reference numeral 8 designates a deinterleaving circuit, 
reference numeral 9 designates a C; decoder, and refer 
ence numeral 10 designates an output terminal. In this 
decoder deinterleaving is executed after the C1 decod 
ing, and thereafter C2 decoding is conducted. There is a 
prior art two stage coding method which, assuming that 
data obtained by arranging [k1><9] kixq digits in a 
?rst direction and It; digits (kl <kz) in a second direc 
tion as shown in FIG. 5 is arranged into 8 [data] digit 
words in the ?rst direction, consists of adding a ?rst 
check code of n;—lt1 digits, and thereafter adding a 
second check code of n1 --n1 digits as shown in FIG. 2, 
(n;, in) RS code is used as the C; code, and (n1, n2) RS 
code is used as the C] code. 
A speci?c coding example will be described with 

reference to FIGS. 5 and 2. When it is established that 
k1=32, k2= l28, n1=40, n;=36, and h1=h1= . . . 
=h35=h=3, the data region comprising the data and 
the ?rst check code becomes data of n1Xltz=4608 dig 
its as shown in FIG. 5, and when a; is set to 1, a; to a“ 
become as follows: 

"2 a1 + 110 
a; + n; 2l9 
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continued 

and C2 encoding is conducted on the data correspond 
ing to the al-th, ag-th, . . . , a32-th data selected with use 
of the following generation polynomial of C; code 

where a is a root of a primary polynomial (for example, 
such as x3+x‘+x3+x2+l on GF (23)). The generated 
check codes are arranged at the positions corresponding 
to the a33-th, a34-th, . . . , l35-th data. Next, in is set as 
follows: 

and similarly check codes are added to the data succes 
sively. Herein, if the calculated result of a; to a3‘, ex 
ceeds n2Xk;=4608, a number obtained by subtracting 
4608 therefrom is made the result. The encoding is 
repeated k1 times thereby to conclude the C; encoding. 

Next, C1 encoding is conducted on the data of n; 
digits in each column arranged in the ?rst direction as 
shown in FIG. 2 with the use of the following genera 
tion polynomial of C1 code 

The generated check code is added to the end portion of 
the data and the encoding is repeated k2 times. In the 
recording of the data onto the recording material data 
of m =40 digits arranged in the ?rst direction is sent out 
it; times successively. In the reproduction of the same 
the sent out data are arranged in a column in the ?rst 
direction by 40 digits successively. 

In the prior art two stage coding method with such a 
construction, the C; code is concerned with burst error 
correction ability, and the C; and C2 codes are con 
cerned with random error correction ability. In the 
stage of conducting C2 encoding the h must be made 
large in order to enhance the burst error correction 
ability, and h is set as follows: 

where [A] denotes an integer which does not exceed A The 
C1 codes are gathered at the right end portion of the 
data region in FIG. 5, and the C1 and the C1 code are 
arranged adjacent to each other in the ?rst direction 
subsequent to the data of k|=32 digits when the C1 
encoding is completed. 
The prior art two stage coding method is constructed 

in such a manner, and the error correction ability by one 
code amounts to ng-lq digits when forfeiture correc 
tion is conducted by the C2 decoding. Accordingly, the 
burst error correction ability becomes as follows for 
data of n2Xk1=4608 digits comprising all the data and 
the C; code 
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but h becomes as follows: 

h=[lt1/n1]=[l28/36]= 3 (128/36. 

and kg/n; does not equal an integer, thereby resulting in 
deterioration of error correction capability. 

DISCLOSURE OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention is directed to solve the prob 
lems pointed out above and an object is to provide a two 
stage coding method in which the above-described 
deterioration in a burst error correction ability is im 
proved and a higher burst error correction ability than 
that of the prior art device is obtained. 
According to the coding method of the present in 

vention, assuming that data of k|X8Xkz digits are ar 
ranged in a matrix of in X 8 digits in a ?rst direction and 
k1 digits(s) in a second direction and the data is divided 
into words of 8 digit(s) in the ?rst direction, in conduct 
ing C1 encoding by taking out n; data words from the 
data of [mg] rig-k1 words in the ?rst direction and k2 
words in the second direction with no duplication of 
data in either of the ?rst and second directions, a C; 
code of [code] length [m] III-k] is produced by 
establishing a1 at an arbitrary data number word, and 
establishing h1, h2, . . . , hnz_1 such that they become a 
repetition of a combination satisfying the condition that 
[kg/n1] and [kl/1121+] may be 

(herein, 11 +11 = n2(l1, l2: integer) and a; to an; exceeding 
nzxkz are obtained by subtracting ngxkz therefrom) 
for a; to an; as in the following: 

m = we: + n: X hum +1 

when numbering is conducted successively in the ?rst 
direction on the data of n; words in the ?rst direction 
and k; words in the second direction, and this is re 
peated k; words in the second direction, and thereafter 
C1 encoding of each nzXq digits in the first direction 
[into a], forming an C1C; encoded data matrix having a 
total code length n1 is conducted. 

In the two stage coding method of the present inven 
tion, C1 codes are constructed to be effective for error 
correction at the portion of ng-k; in the ?rst direction 
and at the portion of kg in the second direction against 
the data obtained by arranging k1 digits in the ?rst direc 
tion and k2 digits in the second direction, as shown in 
FIG. 1. According to the present invention, the burst 
error correction ability against the data of n1Xlt2=4608 
digits comprising all the data, and the C1 codes becomes 

and this exceeds 432 which is the burst error correction 
ability of the prior art device against the same number 
of data and the same number of check codes. 

In this way, it is possible to conduct a two stage cod 
ing having a higher burst error correction ability than 
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that of the prior art, and having a random error correc 
tion ability equivalent to that of the prior art due to the 
C1 and C2 codes. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a diagram showing a data arrangement for 
conducting a C2 encoding method as one embodiment 
of the present invention; 
FIG. 2 is a diagram showing a data arrangement for 

conducting a prior art two stage coding method and a 
C1 encoding method as an embodiment of the present 
invention; ' 

FIG. 3 is a block diagram showing a two stage encod 
ing circuit; 

FIG. 4 is a block diagram showing a two stage decod 
ing circuit; and 
FIG. 5 is a diagram showing a data arrangement for 

conducting the C1 encoding method of the prior art two 
stage coding method. 

BEST MODES OF EMBODYING THE 
INVENTION 

Embodiments of the present invention will be de 
scribed with teference to the drawings. In FIGS. 1 and 
2, the constants are established that q=8, k1=32, 
kz= 128, n1=40, n1=36, and data are divided into 
words of 8 digits in the ?rst direction. FIG. 1 shows a 
C2 encoding method. Data of k] X k1=4096 data words 
are arranged sequentially in the ?rst direction and in a 
matrix of k1 =32 words in the ?rst direction and 
kz= 128 words in the second direction, and when by-‘ 
and by are set as follows ‘ 

(i: integer, l§i§(n1-l)/2) 
and a1 is set 1, a; to n36 become 

H0 
255 

and, C2 encoding is performed on the data correspond 
ing to the al-thI ag-th, . . . , and agz-th data with the use 
of the generation polynomial of the C; code 

I'Ierein, a is a root of a primary polynomial. The gener 
ated check codes are arranged at the positions corre 
sponding to the myth, agwth, . . . , 8364b data. Next, a1 

is set as follows 

and similarly inspection codes are added to the data 
successively. a; to a36 exceeding n1Xlt1=4608 are made 
by subtracting 4608 therefrom. When this encoding 
operation is repeated k2 times the C2 encoding is com 
pleted. 
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Next, C1 encoding is performed on the data of n; 
words in each column arranged in the ?rst direction as 
shown in FIG. 2 with the use of the generation polyno 
mial of C; code 

I: 
(x — a’). 

The generated check codes are added to the data, and 
the encoding is repeated k2 times. The recording of the 
data on a recording material is conducted by sending 
out data of n1 =40 words arranged in the ?rst direction 
successively In times. The data format reproduction is 
conducted by arranging the sent out data by 40 words 
successively in a column in the ?rst direction. 

In the two stage coding method of the present inven 
tion, the C; code is concerned with burst error correc 
tion ability and both C| and C2 codes are concerned 
with random error correction ability. In conducting the 
C1 encoding, C1 codes of 02-h in the ?rst direction 
and k; in the second direction can be used effectively 
for the error correction of the data arranged in a matrix 
of k] in the ?rst direction and k; in the second direction. 

In the above-illustrated embodiment a repetition pat 
tern of (h, by) is adopted for h|, hz, . . . , hn2__1, but 
other combinations using 11,4 and hp such as (b3, b4) or 
(114, hg, 1'13) can be used if they comply with the follow 
ing conditions 

Furthermore, an RS code on GF (29') is used as an error 
correction code, but another code such as a BCl-I code 
can be used as an error correction code. Furthermore, 
the number of data, the construction of information 
lengths in the ?rst and second directions, and the C1 and 
C1 code lengths can be arbitrarily established. Further 
more, in the illustrated embodiment the region occupied 
by the check codes of the C; code and the C] code is 
shown in FIG. 2, but this occupied region can be arbi 
trarily established by establishing a] at an arbitrary num 
ber. 
Furthermore, it is possible to add the additional infor 

mation of k3><q digits in the second direction it; times 
precedent to the C1 encoding, and thereafter to conduct 
C1 encoding on GF (29) having the (n1+k3)><q digits in 
the ?rst direction, and to conduct a coding k1 times 
repeatedly in the second direction. 

APPLICABILITY TO THE INDUSTRY 

The present invention is applicable not only to a 
magnetic disk apparatus but also to an optical recording 
and reproducing apparatus, and an optical magnetic 
recording and reproducing apparatus. 
We claim: 
1. A two stage coding system for encoding digital 

information arranged in a matrix of In ><q digits in a ?rst 
direction, and k2 digits in a second direction orthogonal 
to the ?rst direction, wherein 

X], q, and k; are integers, 
K1<k2; q=the number of digits per data word, and 
K1, K1=the number of data words in said ?rst and 

second directions respectively, comprising: 
C2 encoder means for encoding said digital informa 

tion with a C; code on a Galois Field GF (24), 
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6 
including means for [numbering] selecting data 
words in said matrix diagonally from an arbitrary 
data word in and establishing a; to a,,;, wherein n; 
is the length of [code] the C; encoded data, such 
that 

m = win-i + at X Inn-1 +1 

said C2 encode means including means for C; encoding 
said [numbered] selected data words, and means 
for adding the obtained C; code to an end of said 
matrix in said ?rst direction; and 

C1 encoder means for encoding said Cg encoded ma 
trix with a C] code having a predetermined length 
[of m] on a GP (29) for each row of data words 
in said ?rst direction, and adding the obtained C] 
code to an end of said matrix in said ?rst direction. 

2. The two stage coding system of claim I wherein said 
means for C; encoding further encodes said selected data 
words in each said diagonal; 

said means for adding a C; code to the end of each said 
diagonal to form a C; code ?eld at the end of said 
matrix in said first direction. 

3. The two stage coding system of claim 2 wherein said 
C; encoder means subtracts n; X h; from any initially cal 
culated value ofa; to on; that exceed n; X k; to select data 
words in said matrix diagonally. 

4. The two stage coding system of claim I wherein said 
C1 encoder means subtracts n X it; from any initially cal 
culoted value of o; to an; that exceed nzx kg to select data 
words in said matrix diagonally. 

5. The two stage coding system of claim I wherein addi 
tional data added to said rows of data words in said ?rst 
direction prior to encoding of said C2 encoded matrix with 
a C1 code is also encoded with this C1 code by said C| 
encoder means. 

6. A two stage coding system for encoding digital infor 
mation arranged in an information matrix of k1 Xq digits 
in a first direction, and k2 digits in a second direction 
orthogonal to the first direction, wherein 

141, q, and k; are integers. 
k1<k2; q= the number of digits per data word. and 
lq, k; =the number of data words in said first and sec 
ond directions respectively. comprising: 

C2 encoder means jbr encoding said digital information 
with a C; code on a Galois ?eld GRZI), said C2 
encoder means selecting data words in said infome 
tion matrix diagonally from an arbitrary data word 
01 and including a; to an}, wherein n; is the length of 
the C2 encoded data, such that 
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14. The two stage coding system of claim 6 wherein 
additional data added to said rows of data words in said 
?rst direction prior to encoding of said C2 encoded matrix 
with a C1 code is also encoded with this C1 code by said C1 

5 encoder means to thereby form said CgCl encoded matrix. 
an1=anz_|+nz><h||z- | +1. ' 15. The two stage coding system of claim 14 wherein the 

length of said C2C1 encoded data matrix in the ?rst direc 
lu t0 hln-l each being selected from one of he and he.‘ tion is (n1+k3)><q digits. where k; is an integer. 
wherein, 16. The two stage coding system of claim 6 wherein said 

‘ m C; encoder means subtracts nzx kz?-om any initially cal 
h'FU‘z/ "21' culated value of a; to an; that exceed nzxkz to select data 

words in said matrix diagonally. 
h = k 1. d I [ wall’ a" I 7. The two stage coding system of claim 6 wherein the 

Imxh +h3><11§kz where ‘5 length of said QC‘ encoded data matrix in the ?rst direc 
tion is nlxq digits. 

ll +l2= 1'2 18. A two stage coding system for encoding digital infor 
‘ _ _ . motion arranged in an information matrix of k; X :7 digits 

and C2 encoder means fvmms Md czwde from and in a first direction. and k2 digits in a second direction 
Selected data words and adding the obtained C2 code orthogonal to [he ?rst direction‘ wherein 
to an end of said information matrix in said ?rst k1, q, and k2 we integers’ 
direction thereby forming a C; encoded matrix.‘ and kl <k9. q=the numb" afdigm Per data word’ and 

C1 encoder means ?tr encoding each line in said ?rst kl’ k2=the number oil-data words in mid-?rst and sea 
direction of said C; encoded matrix with a C] code and directions "span-ye,» 
havif'g a P'ede'f'mmed length a" “ 6H2‘) “'{d 25 said system further single stage coding additional infor 
“,ddmg m,‘ obmmfd ,6‘ We to a"_ end, of each “"1 motion of k3 Xq digits in the ?rst direction. where k3 
[me of sotd matrix in said first direction to form ,a is an integer and k2 digits in the second direction’ 
CZC 1 encoded matrix. 

7. The two stage coding system of claim 6 wherein a 
group of two or more adjacent lines In. h], . . . utilize a 30 
repetition pattern having at least one of each of kg and h 3 
contained therein, said selection of data words a1 to an by 
said C1 encoder means utilizing said repetition pattern for 
selection of all said data words (a) in said information 
matrix ’ 35 

8. T‘ he two stage coding system of claim 7 wherein said 
repetition pattern is selected from the group consisting of 
hnl ha: he he; and ha, ha ha a3=a1+nzXh1+l 

9. The two stage coding system of claim 6 wherein: 

comprising: 
C1 encoder means for encoding said digital information 

with a C2 code on a Galois field GRZ‘I), said C2 
encoder means selecting data words in said informa 
tion matrix diagonally from an arbitrary data word 
a1 and including a; to an; wherein n; is the length of 
the C2 encoded data, such that 

hzi- 1 =lm, ‘0 
am=vu-1+nz><ht1-1+t 

h2i=hm 

where l<i<(n1—- ])/2. . 
10. The two stage coding system of claim 6 wherein: 45 °t|2=an2—l+"2><'|n2-l+] 

h1t-l=hBr h1 to h,,2_1 each being selected from one of h; and ha. 
wherein, 

h2i= M 
50 hA={k;/n1], 

where I <i<(n2— [V2 
1]. The two stage coding system of claim 6 wherein said h;=[k;/n;]+ l. and 

C2 encoder means repeatedly selects data words in said 
information matrix from an arbitrary data word a; and lIAXl1+hs><l2§ks when 
including a; to on}, said C2 encoder means repeatedly 55 
forming said C; code and adding said C1 to the end of the “'12:”; 
matr‘ h re tition tartin m i rent or ‘no dam TOLIZL pa 3 gfm a d?e I" W said C2 encoder means forming said C; code from said 

12. The two stage coding system of claim 11 wherein said ‘elected dam 9nd adding the 05min“, Q "We 
C2 encoder means selects k2 arbitrary data words from 60 ‘9 a" "d of Mid "III-‘mam’! matrix 1'" "I'd ?rst 
which to perform selecting, jbrming and adding to thereby dlmtio" '0 f0"?! 0 C2 "waded "WW3; and 
form a complete C2 encoded mam; ' said additional data of k3 words and said C1 encoded 

13. The two stage coding system of claim 6 wherein said matrix Milan-"1y ?lming 9" added 40!" matrix 
means for C2 encoding further encodes said selected data having k2 ""85; 
words in each said diagonal: 65 C1 encoder means for encoding each of said It; lines 

said means ?rr adding a C; code to the end of each said extending in said ?rst direction of said added data 
diagonal to ?srm a C; code ?eld at the end of said matrix with a C1 code having a predetermined length 
information matrix in said ?rst direction. on a CH2?) and adding the obtained C| code to an 
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end of each said line of said added data matrix in said 
?rst direction to form a C1C| encoded matrix. 

I 9. The two stage coding system of claim 18 wherein a 
group of two or more adjacent lines h1. k7,. . . . utilize a 

repetition pattern having at least one of each of h,{ and h; 
contained therein, said selection of data words a1 to a, by 
said C1 encoder means utilizing said repetition pattern for 
selection of all said data words (a) in said information 
matrix. 

20. The two stage coding system of claim 19 wherein said 
repetition pattern is selected from the group consisting of 
114, ha‘ I15 I14,‘ and hA, hp. hp. 

21. The two stage coding system of claim 18 wherein: 

where I <i<(n1— l)/2. 
22. The two stage coding system of claim 18 wherein: 

llzi- who. 
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10 
where l < i<(ng — 1)/2. 

23. The two stage coding system of claim 18 wherein said 
C2 encoder means repeatedly selects data words in said 
information matrix from an arbitrary data word a; and 
including a; to any, said C2 encoder means repeatedly 
forming said C; code and adding said C2 to the end of the 
matrix, each repetition starting ?om a different arbitrary 
data word a]. 

24. The two stage coding system of claim 23 wherein said 
C1 encoder means selects k2 arbitrary data words from 
which to perform selecting. forming and adding to thereby 
form a complete C2 encoded matrix. 

25. The two stagecoding system of claim 18 wherein said 
means for C2 encoding ?trther encodes said selected data 
words in each said diagonal; 

said means for adding a C; code to the end of each said 
diagonal to form a C; code field at the end of said 
information matrix in said ?rst direction. 

26. The two stage coding system of claim 18 wherein said 
C1 encoder means subtracts n; X k; from any initially cal 
culated value of a; to a”; that exceed n; X k; to select data 
words in said information matrix diagonally. 

27. The two stage coding system of claim 18 wherein the 
length of said CZC 1 encoded matrix in the first direction is 
(n1+k3)><q digits. 

I i Q Q 
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